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Oxygen-induced magnetic surface states on the„0001… surfaces of heavy lanthanide metals
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Oxygen adsorption on the close-packed surfaces of trivalent heavy lanthanide metals leads to the formation
of well-ordered surface-oxide systems. These systems are characterized by fully occupied oxygen-induced
surface states, resembling the surface states of the clean metal surfaces. For the magnetic lanthanides, these
states exhibit temperature-dependent magnetic splittings with constant finite values above the respective high-
est magnetic ordering temperatures,T* . Angle-resolved photoemission from Gd to Ho reveals a systematic
behavior of the splittings: the magnitudes are proportional to the 4f -spin moment and their temperature
dependencies scale withT* .
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of the lanthanide metals
strongly determined by the atomiclike 4f moments, which
persist in the solid state.1 Long-range magnetic order in thes
systems is induced by an indirect exchange interaction
tween the 4f moments via the polarization of conductio
electrons, the so-called Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yos
~RKKY ! interaction.2 This interaction, in competition with
anisotropies and magnetoelastic energies, leads to a va
of magnetic structures, including ferromagnetic, helical a
ferromagnetic, and conical ferrimagnetic phases.3–6 The
RKKY coupling mechanism is particularly sensitive to d
tails of the Fermi surface, and the relation of the magne
structures to the so-called nesting features is well es
lished, both theoretically4 and experimentally.7,8

Less well understood and a topic of current research is
influence of magnetic ordering on the details of t
temperature-dependent valence-electronic structure.9–19 The-
oretical calculations were performed particularly for ferr
magnetic Gd metal. In a many-body treatment by Nolti
et al., the temperature dependencies of the magnetic
change splitting and the spin polarization of valence sta
were found to vary across the Brillouin zone.11 Considering
two extreme cases, itinerants-like states were found to b
sensitive to long-range magnetic order, leading to an ene
splitting that reflects the net magnetization and hence v
ishes at the Curie temperature,TC . Resembling the charac
teristics of the valence states within the Stoner model
band ferromagnetism,20 this behavior is referred to as Stone
like. In contrast, the splitting of more localizedd-like states
in the vicinity of the Fermi energy,EF , depends only on the
temperature independent local 4f moment and hence wa
found to be essentially temperature independent, persis
into the paramagnetic phase. In a disordered local-mom
system, such as Gd metal at finite temperatures, the
projection of a given valence state onto the magnetiza
direction is not well defined. This characteristic, often cal
spin mixing, leads to a decrease of the spin polarization w
increasing temperature, vanishing in the paramagnetic ph

The influence of the temperature-dependent magnetic
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der on the band structure of Gd was also studied by Sa
ratskii and Kübler using a model with a certain finite ang
between the 4f moments in adjacent close-packed layers.10,21

Here, the 4f magnetic structure forms a helix along the cry
tallographicc axis of hexagonal close-packed~hcp! Gd. This
structure imposes a generalized translational symme
which allows a calculational treatment. In this model, t
fully ordered ferromagnetic phase at zero Kelvin is rep
duced by an infinite helix period; increasing temperature
simulated by a decreasing helix period. The results obtai
within this model are similar to those of Noltinget al., with
energetically low-lying states displaying a Stoner-like beh
ior, while other states showing a more complex temperatu
dependent redistribution of minority- and majority-spin co
tributions. Interestingly, the calculations revealed a magn
splitting of valence states for certain regions of the Brillou
zone in this helical antiferromagnetic system despite the z
net magnetization, as long as the helix period is larger t
'4 monolayers.10 Such a helical antiferromagnetic structu
exists, e.g., in Tb, Dy, and Ho, and exchange splittings w
recently observed in their respective antiferromagne
phases by angle-resolved photoemission~PE! for the D2
states near the center of the Brillouin zone,G.19 The ex-
change splitting of these states was found to be proportio
to the 4f -spin moment, indicating that the 4f -5d exchange
integral does not change considerably across the lantha
series.19 Furthermore, these bulk-related valence states
hibit a Stoner-like temperature dependence of the magn
splitting, essentially vanishing at the respective highest m
netic ordering temperatureT* ,9,19 in rather good agreemen
with the theoretical calculations for Gd metal.11

The search for pronounced spin-mixing behavior a
temperature-independent magnetic splitting, on the ot
hand, raised some controversy. Resonances observed i
optical reflectivity of the lanthanide metals22–25 were inter-
preted as a result of a temperature-independent energy s
ting of states above and belowEF around theL high-
symmetry point of the hcp Brillouin zone;21 to our best
knowledge, these states have not been directly observe
PE or inverse photoemission~IPE! up to now. Considering
the calculations of Noltinget al. for bulk states in the vicin-
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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C. SCHÜßLER-LANGEHEINEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 214410
ity of EF ,11 a good candidate for spin-mixing behavior is t
localized, partially occupied surface state, present on
close-packed surfaces of the trivalent lanthanide metals.26–29

And in fact, many studies concentrated on thisd-like surface
state.12–18Experimentally, however, it cannot be accessed
angle-resolved PE nor by IPE alone, since at low tempe
tures, the majority component is occupied, whereas the
nority component is unoccupied. The close proximity to t
Fermi energy aggravates the determination of the bind
energy~BE! by either of the two methods and data sugge
ing Stoner-like12,14,15as well as spin-mixing behavior13 were
obtained.

Particularly useful in this case has been scanni
tunneling spectroscopy~STS!, which is capable of probing
both occupied and unoccupied states in the vicinity of theEF
in a single experiment. By this method, the surface state
Gd~0001! was shown to have a temperature-dependent s
ting with a finite residual value that stays constant abo
TC .16,17A more recent STS study of the corresponding s
face state on Tb~0001! by Bodeet al.18 revealed a behavio
different to that of Gd, with the energy splitting decreasi
even at temperatures of at least 30 K above the Ne´el tem-
perature (TN'230 K). This deviation from Gd was sug
gested to be due to short-range antiferromagnetic corr
tions resembling the temperature-dependent helical struc
aboveTN . However, the above-mentioned study of theD2
bulk states showed that their magnetic splitting behaves f
systematically, with no anomaly in the antiferromagne
phases.19

Thus, the picture of electronic states with pronounc
spin-mixing behavior evolving from these experiments s
remains unsatisfactory, calling for a systematic study acr
the lanthanide series. For such a study, we have chos
characteristic oxygen-induced surface state rather than
surface state of the clean close-packed surfaces, becaus
former is fully occupied and hence readily accessible
angle-resolved PE only, as demonstrated for the case
Lu~0001! ~Ref. 30! and Gd~0001!.31 This oxygen-induced
surface state is characteristic of the well-ordered (131)
surface-oxide system that can be readily prepared on
close-packed surfaces of the heavy trivalent lanthanide m
als.

The paper is arranged as follows: Following this introdu
tion, the second section is concerned with experimental
tails of the preparation and characterization of the oxyg
induced surface states. The magnetic properties of
surface states are discussed in the third section.

II. PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
OXYGEN-INDUCED SURFACE STATE

The experiments were performed on the close-packed
faces of '100-Å-thick lanthanide-metal films epitaxiall
grown in situ in ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! on W~110!. On
this substrate, the films grow in close-packed planes w
high crystalline quality and very clean surfaces.29,32 Corre-
sponding to the~0001! surface of the hexagonal close
packed crystal structure of the heavy lanthanide met
sharp hexagonal low-energy electron-diffraction~LEED! pat-
21441
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terns are observed from these films. Well-ordered surf
oxides were prepared by dosing'1 L (1026 Torr sec) of
molecular oxygen at a partial pressure of 531029 mbar and
subsequently annealing. The annealing temperature was
ited by the onset of oxygen desorption, occuring around 3
K in the case of Gd, but not below 700 K in the case of L
These surface oxides exhibited long-range crystalline or
as inferred from sharp (131) LEED patterns observed in a
cases. The oxygen dose turned out to be uncritical; e
larger doses up to'2.5 L lead to identical results. This in
dicates a passivation of the system after an initial oxidat
of the surface. Such a passivation behavior was also foun
an early oxidation study of Gd~0001!, where a (131) LEED
pattern persisted after oxygen doses of 100 L and even a
exposure to ambient atmosphere for one hour.33

Angle-resolved PE experiments were carried out at
Berliner Elektronenspeicherring fu¨r Synchrotronstrahlung
~BESSY I! with a laboratory PE spectrometer. In the case
Gd, data were recorded at the TGM 3, TGM 5, and TGM
beamlines using a VSW ARIES hemispherical electron
ergy analyzer with an angular resolution of'2°. The total-
system energy resolution varied between 80 meV and
meV ~full width at half maximum!. The experiments on the
Tb, Dy, Ho, and Lu surfaces were performed with a Scie
SES 200 analyzer operated in angle-resolving mode u
40.8-eV photons from a high-flux He resonance lamp
lected by a grating monochromator. The total-energy reso
tion was set to 50 meV, and the angular resolution was'2°.

The typical changes of the electronic structure upon o
gen adsorption on the close-packed surfaces of trivalent
thanide metals are shown in Fig. 1 for the example
Tb~0001!. The 4f PE final-state multiplet of Tb metal is
characterized by a well-separated8S component with a com-
parably low BE of'2.3 eV. Therefore, changes of both th
4 f and the valence-band structures in the vicinity ofEF can
be observed in detail in a single PE spectrum. The spect
of the clean Tb~0001! surface~bottom!, recorded at 50 K,
displays emission from the occupied part of the surface st
S, directly atEF , theD2 states, as well as the8S component
of the 4f multiplet, consisting of a bulk~b! and a surface~s!
contribution, separated by a surface core-level shift of (2
630) meV.34 The surface stateS with essentiallyd3z22r 2

character26,27 was already mentioned in the introduction as
general feature of the close-packed surfaces of trivalent
thanide metals.29 Because it’s derived from the bulkd band,
S represents a Tamm state.35 At low temperatures, theD2
states exhibit an energy splitting due to the exchange in
action with the 4f states, with the high-BE component hid
den by the 4f emission.19

The characteristics of oxygen adsorption can be infer
from the 8S component of the 4f spectra. Upon oxygen ad
sorption, the surface components is successively suppresse
being replaced by a new features2 shifted by (580
630) meV with respect tos. This comparably large chemi
cal shift is characteristic of strong chemisorption rather th
weak physisorption,36 suggesting an interpretation in term
of a surface oxide.

A fit analysis of the data of Fig. 1 shows that the BE a
0-2
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OXYGEN-INDUCED MAGNETIC SURFACE STATES ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 214410
intensity of the bulk componentb, normalized with respec
to the total 4f -spectral intensity, are essentially unchang
The intensity of the 4f surface components decreases, bal
anced by a new components2. The same behavior has bee
observed in the cases of Gd~Ref. 31! and Lu,30 as well as Yb
at low temperatures,30 showing that oxygen adsorption o
the close-packed surfaces of the heavy lanthanide metals
der the present conditions takes place at the surface only
no diffusion into the bulk. As in the latter cases, a furth
oxygen-induced componentb2 is introduced for the fit analy-
sis of the 4f spectra. In the case of Lu, this component
well resolved and can be readily interpreted in terms off
emission from the second layer being affected by the ads
tion of oxygen in the surface layer.30 For Gd, this componen
is also observed as a shoulder on the bulk 4f component,
however, it is not as well resolved as for Lu.

In the PE spectra of Fig. 1, the concomitant changes in
valence-electronic structure are also readily observed. U
oxygen adsorption, the intensity of theD2 bulk states de-
creases. Such behavior of bulk bands during the surface
sorption of oxygen has been observed for other metals.37 The
most striking and important changes in the present con
occur in the vicinity ofEF . The surface stateS is suppressed
while a new featureS2 occurs, which is split into two com
ponents at low temperatures. At an oxygen dose of'0.6 L,
i.e., when the 4f components is replaced bys2 , S is essen-
tially replaced by S2. As discussed further below, th
oxygen-induced stateS2 displays the characteristics of a su
face state. As in the case of the LEED patterns, higher do
of oxygen up to'2.5 L do not further affect the electroni

FIG. 1. Angle-resolved PE spectra recorded in normal-emiss
geometry from a clean Tb~0001! surface and at several stages
oxygen exposure. The spectra are normalized with respect to
total 4f intensity.
21441
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structure, indicating a passivation of the surface after the
layer has been oxidized. Due to this passivation, oxyg
deposition is uncritical and, once prepared, the films s
unchanged for more than one day under UHV conditio
Analogous results were obtained for the surfaces of the o
trivalent lanthanide metals of this study.31

Oxygen adsorption under the present conditions does
lead to the formation of the trivalent lanthanide sesquioxid
Ln2O3; these latter compounds are characterized by a m
broader 4f emission and vanishing spectral intensity
EF .30,31 The distinctly different character of the present su
face oxide is further corroborated by the characteristic O-p
emission shown in Fig. 2. This figure displays PE spec
recorded from the oxygen-covered~0001! surfaces of Gd to
Lu, giving an overview of the valence-electronic structu
The most intense feature in all spectra is the sharp Op
emission around 6-eV BE, which is the signature of dis
ciatively chemisorbed oxygen,36,38 and which is distinctly
different from the broad multicomponent O-2p emission ob-
served for Ln2O3.

30,31 In fact, the preparation of the sesqu
oxide on the close-packed surface of Gd was found to req
heavy oxygen exposure of 300 L at 500 °C,33 which was not
applied here. Although a determination of the stoichiome
at the surface is not straightforward and has not been
tained here, an interpretation of the data in terms of mon
ides is not unreasonable. While monoxides are not stabl
bulk compounds, they could exist on the surface,30 since a
reduced valence at the surface is favored in many lantha
systems due to the smaller number of nearest neighbo40

With the assumption of a reduced valence at the surface,
resonable to draw an analogy between the present surf
oxide phase and the lanthanide monosulphides.30 These latter
systems are known as stable bulk compounds that exh
metallic character and magnetic order.39 In this context, it is
to be noted that the bulk 4f BE of YbS is close to that of the

n

he

FIG. 2. Angle-resolved PE spectra recorded from the oxyg
covered~0001! surfaces of Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Lu in norma
emission geometry at the given temperatures. Note that the s
trum of Ho was recorded at room temperature and hence exh
substantial thermal broadening.
0-3
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C. SCHÜßLER-LANGEHEINEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 214410
respective surface-oxide component on close-pac
Yb~111!, supporting an interpretation in terms of a simil
chemical environment.30,41

Figure 2 demonstrates that the changes of the surf
electronic structure upon oxygen adsorption are very sim
for all the lanthanides of the present study. All spectra exh
the sharp O-2p emission characteristic of the surface-oxi
phase. The figure also shows that the oxygen-induced sur
stateS2 is present in all cases. It consists of a single com
nent for nonmagnetic Lu, while a splitting can be clea
seen for Gd and Tb. For Dy and Ho, the splitting is too sm
to be resolved in this overview spectrum.

Before turning to the discussion of the electronic struct
in connection with magnetic order,S2 is characterized in
more detail in order to show that it closely resembles
surface stateS of the clean surfaces, however, it is ful
occupied. Figure 3 displays sets of angle-resolved PE spe
recorded~i! from the clean Gd~0001! surface and~ii ! after
oxygen adsorption. They were taken in normal-emission
ometry at various photon energies and hence probe diffe
points in momentum space along theGA high-symmetry di-
rection of the hcp Brillouin zone. The spectra of the cle
surface are dominated by emission from the surface s
with decreasing intensity upon increasing photon energy
characteristic for an electron state of two-dimensional ch
acter, no variation of the BE is observed forS. The spectra of
Fig. 3~b! were recorded over a larger BE range, including

FIG. 3. Angle-resolved PE spectra of the Gd~0001! surface re-
corded in normal-emission geometry for various photon energ
~a! clean surface;~b! after oxygen adsorption. The spectra are n
malized to the incident photon flux. Note the different photon e
ergy axes in~a! and~b!. ~c! Corresponding integrated intensities
the oxygen-induced state (S2, open circles! and the O-2p emission
~open diamonds! in comparison to those of the surface state (S,
solid circles! and of theD2 band~solid squares! of clean Gd~0001!.
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oxygen-induced stateS2 as well as the Gd-4f and O-2p
emissions. Also in these spectra, none of the features cha
its BE upon variation of the photon energy. This is expec
in the case of the atomiclike 4f states. For the O-2p emis-
sion andS2, the lack of dispersion supports the interpretati
in terms of a two-dimensional character of the surface ox
as may be anticipated from the reaction of oxygen tak
place at the surface only. In this respect,S2 resembles the
behavior ofS.

Further information about the character ofS2 can be ob-
tained from the relative PE cross sections ofS2 and O-2p,
extracted from the integrated peak intensities in Fig. 3~b!, in
comparison to those of the surface stateS and theD2 band
obtained from Fig. 3~a!, as plotted in Fig. 3~c!. The cross
section ofS ~solid circles! decreases with increasing photo
energy, exhibiting a weak maximum around 45 eV.42 This
overall decrease is also observed for theD2 band ~solid
squares!. The behavior ofS2 ~open circles!, on the other
hand, is characterized by a pronounced maximum around
eV, rather following the cross-section behavior of the O-p
emission~open diamonds!. This similarity of the PE cross
sections indicates a significant mixing of O-2p and Gd-5d
states at the surface upon the formation ofS2.

In addition to the two-dimensional character ofS2, the
analogy toS is further established by the energy position a
dispersion within the close-packed planes as shown in F
4 and 5. Angle-resolved PE spectra of the valence-band
gion were recorded from Gd~0001! for various electron emis-
sion angles at temperatures well below the Curie temp
ture. The resulting PE intensities as a function of the BE a
the in-plane component of the electron wave vector,ki , are

s:
-
-

FIG. 4. Intensity plot of angle-resolved PE spectra record
from ~a! the clean and~b! the oxygen-covered Gd~0001! surfaces at

various emission angles alongGK. (K̄ corresponds toki
51.15 Å21). Data were obtained at~a! 26 K and ~b! 70 K, i.e.,

well below the Curie temperature. Respective PE spectra atḠ (ki
50) are shown on the left.
0-4
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OXYGEN-INDUCED MAGNETIC SURFACE STATES ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 214410
shown as gray-scale plots in Fig. 4, providing a direct ima
of the dispersion along theGK high-symmetry direction of
the surface Brillouin zone. On the left, correspondi
normal-emission spectra are shown.

The behavior of the occupied part ofS can be inferred
from the data of the clean surface@Fig. 4~a!#. S exhibits a
weak decrease of the BE towards the border of the sur
Brillouin zone. The dispersion ofS determined from the PE
spectra is plotted in Fig. 5~triangles!, superimposed on a
calculated, layer- and spin-resolved band structure
Gd~0001! ~dashed lines, from Ref. 26!. The comparison with
these calculations shows thatS is split off the d band that
forms theupper edge of the band gap aroundG and hence
can be identified as a Tamm-like surface state. The dis
sion of S is flat in the vicinity of Ḡ; towardsK̄, it decreases
in energy, following the behavior of thed band.

The characteristics of the oxygen-induced surface statS2
can be inferred from Fig. 4~b!. Like S, it is located in the

FIG. 5. Dispersions of the occupied part of the surface staS
~triangles! and of the oxygen-induced surface stateS2 ~circles!. The
dashed lines represent the layer-resolved band structure from a
resolved slab calculation for ferromagnetic Gd~from Ref. 26!. The
G4 bars mark the experimentally determined critical-point energ
of the D2 band.
21441
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energy gap of the projected bulk band structure, but at hig
BE’s well belowEF , closer to theD2 band, which forms the
lower edge of the band gap. It is to be noted that the oxyg
induced band is in fact even closer to theD2 band than
suggested by the calculation, since the experimentally de
mined critical-point energy ofG4 is substantially closer to
EF , as indicated by the solid bars.9 Like the surface stateS,
the oxygen-induced stateS2 ~circles! shows a rather flat dis
persion in the vicinity ofḠ. Along GK, it moves towards
EF , thus following the dispersion of theD2 band. This is
again the typical behavior of a Tamm surface state, split
the corresponding bulk band.35

Plotting the dispersion of the two components ofS2 in
Fig. 5 separately in the spin-resolved band structures s
gests that they represent majority and minority compone
of the oxygen-induced surface state. While such an interp
tation is reasonable in view of the behavior of the surfa
state of clean Gd~0001!, at least at low temperatures,43 no
information about the spin character was obtained from
present experiments. However, the energy splitting is cle
of magnetic origin, as discussed in more detail in the follo
ing section.

III. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE OXYGEN-
INDUCED SURFACE STATE

The surface oxides on the close-packed surfaces of
lanthanide metals are characterized by an electronic st
ture, which is different from that of the nonmetallic trivale
sesquioxides. They rather show metallic character with s
stantial spectral weight atEF and in this respect resemble th
monosulfides. Since these latter compounds exhibit magn
order, it is not unexpected that such a phenomenon oc
also in the present surface oxides, particularly since the
face layer is coupled to a magnetically ordered bulk. And
fact, a magnetic splitting of the oxygen-induced surface s
S2 is observed, exhibiting systematic behavior across the

in-

s

d

-
s
t

FIG. 6. Angle-resolved PE
spectra of the oxygen-covere
~0001! surfaces of Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho, and Lu at various tempera
tures together with the result
of consistent least-squares-fi
analyses.
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C. SCHÜßLER-LANGEHEINEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 214410
thanide series, both as a function of temperature and
4 f -spin moment. This is qualitatively evident from the com
pilation of angle-resolved PE spectra in Fig. 6, recorded
normal-emission geometry from the oxygen-covered clo
packed surfaces of Gd to Ho and Lu.

For a detailed quantitative analysis of the spectra in F
6, it is useful to consider first the nonmagnetic referen
system Lu and to determine the pure thermal effects on
line shape. Lu is well suited, because its valence config
tion is the same as that of the magnetic heavy lanthani
The 4f shell of Lu is completely filled and hence carries
magnetic moment. In this particularly simple case, a lea
squares-fit analysis can be readily applied to obtain a
scription of the temperature-dependent spectra~solid lines
through the data points!. It turns out thatS2 is described by a
single symmetric Lorentzian line at all temperatures. T
spectral shape does not change with temperature excep
thermal broadening, described by a Gaussian convolut
and a slight shift of the BE from (790620) meV at 69 K to
(840620) meV at 300 K. For a perfect description of th
data, a weak contribution from remainders of the surfa
state nearEF was introduced. Furthermore, the backgrou
intensity due to emissions from other parts of the Brillou
zone and inelastic effects were taken into account~dashed
lines!. While in the case of Lu,S2 is symmetric throughou
the whole temperature series, this is not the case for
magnetic systems. For Gd to Ho, the oxygen-induced st
exhibit an energy splitting at low temperatures, which d
creases upon heating. The splitting is well resolved in
low-temperature spectra of Gd, Tb, and Dy, and it is s
discernible as a shoulder in the case of Ho. The splitt
decreases with increasing temperature up to the highest m
netic ordering temperatureT* ; aboveT* , the spectral shape
does not chang any more, and still remains asymmetric
contrast to the spectra of nonmagnetic Lu. This shows
the collapse of the splitting is not complete.

To be more quantitative, the least-squares-fit analysis u
before for Lu was applied to all spectra, but withtwo sym-
metric Lorentzians of equal intensity forS2. The width of the
two components was allowed to vary in order to account
possible spin-dependent lifetime effects. The average
time of the two components was held constant for all te
peratures. In this way a consistent description of the fi
series of spectra in Fig. 6 was obtained as given by the s
lines through the data points. For all systems, the ene
splitting DE(T) decreases upon heating, reaching a fin
residual value in the paramagnetic phase, as summarize
Fig. 7. Due to the thermal broadening and the small mag
tude of the splitting, the two components are not well
solved aroundT* any more. Therefore, their energy pos
tions cannot be determined with high accuracy and
splitting determined from the fit analysis depends to so
extent on the widths of the lines. These uncertainties, h
ever, have been included in the error bars of Fig. 7, de
mined by varying these parameters to the limits, where r
sonable fits could be obtained. Data were taken at least u
room temperature, which is far above the variousT* of Tb,
Dy, and Ho. For the case of Gd, the temperature rang
limited by the onset of oxygen desorption at 350 K. In no
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of the systems has any change of the spectral shape, w
might indicate a further decrease of the splitting at high
temperatures, been observed aboveT* .

In order to obtain a reliable extrapolation of the splittin
to zero Kelvin, an analysis of the temperature depende
was performed. According to Noltinget al., the temperature
dependence of the magnetic splitting in a local-moment s
tem can be described by the sum of two contributions.11 The
first part considers the influence of the long-range magn
order and is proportional to the 4f magnetization. The sec
ond part takes the spin-exchange processes between 4f and
valence electrons into account and contains a more com
cated functional of the electron self-energies for bo
valence-electron-spin directions. The latter is responsible
the constant residual splitting aboveT* and hence was as
sumed to be essentially temperature independent.
temperature-dependent part of the magnetic splittings ofS2
was described by a mean-field model, successfully app
before to the case of a monolayer of Eu on Gd.44 This model
uses the coupling within the surface layer,Jss, and the cou-
pling between surface layer and bulk,Jsb , both relative to
the bulk value,Jbb , as adjustable parameters. The magn
zation of each layer is calculated by taking into account
influence of all nearest-neighbor moments weighted by
respective coupling strengths. This leads to a set of coup
equations that can be solved self-consistently.44

The fits using this model are shown in Fig. 7 as solid lin

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the energy splittingsDE(T)
of the oxygen-induced surface states~solid circles! as determined
from the least-squares-fit analyses of the spectra in Fig. 5. The s
lines through the data points represent the result of a model fi
described in the text.
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through the data points. The good agreement between
model calculations and the data for both ferromagnetic
antiferromagnetic lanthanides indicates that the temperat
dependent part of the magnetic splitting is essentially de
mined by the magnetic order within the surface layer. Sin
the coupling parameters depend sensitively on the curvat
of the DE(T) curves, they cannot be derived with sufficie
accuracy from the present set of data, even for Gd and
with comparably large splittings and highT* . Nevertheless,
a consistent picture is obtained in all cases, with wea
coupling within the surface-oxide layer than in the bulk,
expected for an oxide system with a reduced density of c
duction states atEF .

Even though a precise determination of the coupling
rameters from the energy splittings of Fig. 7 is not possib
the analysis allows to extract the zero-Kelvin splittin
DE(0) of Gd to Ho with reasonably high accuracy. The r
sulting normalized splittingsDE(T)/DE(0) are plotted in
Fig. 8 as a function of the reduced temperature,T/T* . The
figure demonstrates the systematic behavior of the magn
splitting of S2 across the lanthanide series, independen
the type of magnetic order. Such a behavior has been
served before for theD2 bulk band, indicating that thes
states are sensitive to the magnetization of the ferromag
cally ordered close-packed planes rather than the t
magnetization.19 This applies even more to the oxyge
induced states of the present study, which are strongly lo
ized within the topmost layer and are therefore not infl
enced by the long-range magnetic order along thec axis.

The magnitude of the splittings, bothDE(0) and the per-
sisting splitting aboveT* , is plotted versus the 4f -spin mo-
ment in Fig. 9. As in the case of theD2 bulk states,19 the
proportionality toS4 f is clearly observed for both compo
nents, with the residual splitting amounting to about 40%
DE(0). This proportionality is expected,45 if the exchange
integral does not strongly change across the lanthanide
ries. In fact, within the error bars of the present experime
the effective exchange-coupling constantJe f f is found to be
constant and can be obtained from the slopes in Fig. 9

FIG. 8. Temperature-dependent splittingsDE(T) of the oxygen-
induced statesS2 of Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, normalized to the respe
tive zero-temperature splittingDE(0). T* denotes the respectiv
highest magnetic ordering temperature.
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cording toDE52Je f fmBS4 f ,45 wheremB denotes the Bohr
magneton.

The effective coupling constants are given in Table.
together with the numbers for theD2 bulk states19 and the
surface state of the clean surfaces, obtained from STS da18

The strongest coupling is observed for the bulkD2 states in
the vicinity of G, with a magnitude that is not too far from
that calculated for 5d conduction electrons in the vicinity o
EF .45 In the latter calculation, a slight increase ofJe f f across
the lanthanide series due to lanthanide contraction is
tained, while for the valence states of the present invest
tion, no indication for such behavior is found. Interesting
the numbers are smaller in the case of the more locali
surface states, both for the clean and oxygen-covered
thanide surfaces. From the increased localized chara
compared to theD2 states, one might anticipate, on the co
trary, a stronger local interaction with the 4f electrons. An
analogous result, however, was found at the close-pac
surface of Ce metal, namely, a weaker hybridization betw
the 4f and 5d states in the presence of the localized surfa
state as compared to the bulk.46 The smaller splitting of the
oxygen-induced surface state is not surprising, taking i
account the considerable mixing with the O-2p states, which

FIG. 9. Zero-Kelvin splitting ~filled circles! and high-
temperature residual splitting~open circles! of S2 plotted versus the
4 f -spin momentS4 f .

TABLE I. Effective exchange-coupling constantsJe f f between
various valence states and the 4f states.

State Je f fmB ~meV!

D2 at Ga 13468
Surface state@DE(0)#b 100
Oxygen-induced surface
state@DE(0)#c

7066

Oxygen-induced surface
state~residual splitting!c

2866

5d states atEF
d 88 ~Gd! to 106 ~Ho!

aReference 19.
bSTS data from Ref. 18.
cThis work.
dCalculated, from Ref. 45.
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will reduce the overlap with the 4f wave function at the
lanthanide site.

IV. SUMMARY

The temperature-dependent valence-electronic struc
of local-moment magnetic systems is currently the subjec
extended studies, both theoretically and experimentally
this context, a surface-oxide phase on the close-packed
faces of the heavy lanthanide metals was discussed h
providing interesting possibilities for a quantitative study
the influence of magnetic ordering on the valence-electro
structure. This system can be readily prepared by oxy
adsorption and is stable for more than one day un
ultrahigh-vacuum conditions. The oxide layer exhibits met
lic character and magnetic order in a temperature range
termined by the respective ordering temperature of the
derlying metal. A particularly interesting feature of th
system is a surface state that is fully occupied and hence
be readily studied by angle-resolved photoemission. T
oxygen-induced surface state closely resembles that of
clean ~0001! surfaces, situated in the same gap of the p
jected bulk band structure. However, it is characterized b
significant admixture of O-2p states and is closer to th
lower edge of the band gap. The magnetic splitting of
oxygen-induced surface states is proportional to the 4f -spin
moment and displays features of spin-mixing behavior
expected for more localized valence states in a local-mom
re
g
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v.

,
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magnetic system: While the splitting decreases substant
with increasing temperature, a constant finite value pers
above the highest magnetic ordering temperature. For
and Tb, this finite splitting can be directly seen in the spec
for Dy and Ho it results from a consistent data analysis. T
temperature dependence of the splittings can be readily
scribed in terms of a mean-field model for a magnetic mo
layer coupled to a magnetic substrate, taking an additio
temperature-independent contribution into account. It w
shown here that this behavior is independent of the type
magnetic order, as it is systematic across the heavy
thanide series, with no anomalous behavior for antiferrom
netic systems. While these conclusions are based on the
tematic behavior of the energy splitting only, the oxyge
induced surface state provides a tool to study
temperature-dependent spin-mixing behavior in loc
moment magnetic systems quantitatively by spin-resol
photoemission.
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